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Wooclap

• Your neighbour bought an expensive car. How much did it cost?

• Your car has some problems and you have to take it in to the mechanic. The mechanic says “This will take a 
while.” How long will it be?

• Someone calls you with a question and you tell them, “You will hear from me soon”(or I’ll get back to you 
soon”) When will that be?

• You went to return something at a store. There were too many people in line. How many people is that?

Experience Shapes Thought

Training Name, Date 2020 

Our experiences can impact how 
we are perceived by our patients 
as well as how we perceive them.  

Perceptions aren’t the world, they 
are the lens through which we see 
the world.

Each personality wants
to be helped in a different 
way.

We have to mirror them to 
give them the experience
THEY want; not the 
experience WE think they 
want.  

Training Name, Date 2020 

The Four 
Types

Director Thinker

Socializer Relator

Directors

Priority

The Task 
Results

Big picture

Needs to Know

What it does,
By when,

How much

Support their

Goals

Likes YOU to be

To the point

Wants to be

In charge

Irritated by

Indecision and
Inefficiency

Decisions are

Quick and 
decisive

Pace

Fast and 
Decisive
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Which Avenger do you think 
would be a Director?

How do you help a Director?

Directors want solutions that:

• Provide results

• Save time and money

• Get straight to the point

• Provide facts and evidence

• Don’t give them too many options

• Start with your best recommendations

• Help them make their fast decisions

• Ask questions that allow them to tell you their desired results:
• What do you want your glasses to do for you?

Socializers

Priority

Interacting with
people

Needs to 
know

What others 
think and do

Support their

Ideas and 
Image

Likes YOU to be

Stimulating and
Fun

Wants to be

Admired

Irritated by

Boredom and
Routine

Decisions are

Spontaneous

Pace

Fast and 
Impulsive

Which Avenger do you think 
would be a Director?

How do you help a Socializer?

Socializers want solutions that:

• Save time and effort

• Make them look and feel better and get noticed

• Include testimonials

• Incentives are a bonus

• Make it FUN

• Help them make their emotional, spontaneous decisions

• Ask questions that allow you to get information about them:
• What do you want your glasses to say about you?

Thinkers

Priority

The Task –
Process

Needs to know

How it works, 
Why it’s worth it,

Technical features

Support their

Thoughts and 
Questions

Likes YOU to be

Precise

Wants to be

Correct

Irritated by

Surprises and
Unpredictability

Decisions are

Deliberate and
Thought out

Pace

Slow and 
Systematic
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Which Avenger do you think 
would be a Director?

How do you help a Thinker?

Thinkers want solutions that:

• Emphasize accuracy and quality

• Are based on logic and facts

• Are supported by data & documentation

• Be specific and direct

• Expect lots of questions

• Lay out pros and cons

• Be patient as they make their well considered, slow decisions

• Ask questions that allow them to express their knowledge:
• What do you like and not like about your current glasses?

Relators

Priority

Maintaining 
relationships

and trust

Needs to know

How it affects 
them 

Support Their

Feelings

Likes YOU to be

Pleasant, friendly
and kind

Irritated by

Insensitivity and
impatience

Wants to be

Liked 

Decisions are

Considered and
difficult

Pace

Slow and 
Easy

Which Avenger do you think 
would be a Director?

How do you help a Relator?
Relators want solutions that:

• Meet their needs

• Make them feel valued

• Come with personal assurances

• Have a personal touch

• It’s all about the feelings

• Keep the options safe, they don’t like change or risk

• Find common ground and connect with them

• Ask questions that allow you to focus on concern for their well-being:
• How do you feel in these glasses?

All of us 
are made 
up of 
more than 
one

Director Thinker

Socializer Relator
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Each generation wants
to be helped in a different 
way.

We have to recognize their 
experiences to give them 
the service THEY want; not 
the service WE think they 
want.  

Training Name, Date 2020 

The Silent Generation - Aged 73-93

This generation expects:
• Respect and courtesy
• Practical service and products
• Straightforward communication
• Face-to-face contact
• Financially conservative but not 

boring

They are typically loyal to the 
companies they buy from, and 
expect the same loyalty in return.

Give us:

• A strong work ethic 

• Routine 

• Hierarchy 

• Minimal change 

• Clear instructions, structure 
and order

The Baby Boomers – Aged 54-72

This generation appreciates:
• Price breaks, but willing to spend 

more for value
• Face time
• Relationship with a business
• High touch over high tech
• Options

They typically value companies that 
have been in business for many years 
and have good reputations.

Give us:

• Positivity 

• Clear and fair directions

• Team efforts

• Direct connections to what the 
product does for me

Generation X – Aged 39-53

People of this generation are:
• Skeptical and cynical
• Researchers
• Health conscious
• Looking for multiple options
• The most loyal generation

• If you gain their trust

They value reviews and referrals from peers.  
They are researching online so make sure you have a good online presence.
They prefer doing business via email or text.
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Give us:

• Competency

• Do it right the first time 

• Reluctant to commit

• Loyalty reward programs

• Focused on personal needs for happiness

• Clear and personalized product benefits 

Millennials – Aged 24-38

Characteristics of this generation include:
• Socially conscious with strong core values
• Social media savvy
• Depend on peers and internet for decisions
• Communicate and learn through technology
• Shop through technology

They are less brand loyal, but more brand conscious.  
They are more likely to switch loyalties if another 
business offers more value and connection.

Give us:

• Technology

• Honor, integrity and honesty

• Time and information for decision making

• Extra attention and guidance

• Logic

• Flexibility

• Integrity and honesty

iGen (Gen Z) – Aged 6-23

While young, we know they have:
• A “personal brand” on social media
• Technology at their fingertips
• The most diverse generation
• A healthy dose of caution
• Less trust in authority 

They are aware that favourite brands 
are gathering data about them to tailor 
marketing communications, so they 
expect personalized products and 
experiences.

Give us:

• Technology

• An opportunity to engage in social media

• A reason to buy from you that resonates 
with my values

• Inclusivity

• Face to face communication

• Honesty and trust

• Time to engage with me 

• Get to know your patients on a 
different, deeper level.  

• Get comfortable outside your 
own personality and generation.

• Tailor your style to their 
preferences.

• Create a personalized 
experience for everyone to 
make them WANT to be there 
and talk about you.

Summary

Training Name, Date 2020 
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It’s important to know 
the person who needs 
glasses, not just the 
glasses that person 

needs.

Thank you!
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